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Abstract. In this work, we use some recent developments in lattice-based cryptan-
alytic tools to revisit a fault attack on RSA-CRT signatures based on the Partial
Approximate Common Divisor (PACD) problem. By reducing the PACD to a Hidden
Number Problem (HNP) instance, we decrease the number of required faulted bits
from 32 to 7 in the case of a 1024-bit RSA. We successfully apply the attack to RSA
instances up to 8192-bit and present an enhanced analysis of the error-tolerance in
the Bounded Distance Decoding (BDD) with predicate approach. Finally, evaluating
the impact of standard side-channel and fault countermeasures, we show that merely
verifying the signature before output is not an adequate protection against this attack.
The reduction from PACD to HNP might be of independent interest.
Keywords: Lattice reductions · RSA-CRT · PACD · HNP · BDD with Predicate

1 Introduction
Lattice reduction algorithms aim at transforming a given lattice basis into a reduced form,
typically resulting in shorter and more orthogonal basis vectors. By doing so, lattice
reductions facilitate the resolution of difficult problems, such as finding the shortest vector
in a lattice (Shortest Vector Problem, SVP) or a vector in the lattice particularly close
to another vector (Closest Vector Problem, CVP). Notably, lattice reduction algorithms
like LLL [LLL82] and BKZ [SE94] have found widespread applications due to their
efficiency and effectiveness in reducing lattice bases [Sch87, SE94, GN08, MW16]. The
field of lattice reduction is still very active. For instance, recently, Ryan and Heninger
proposed a novel algorithm [RH23] that allows to reduce lattices of a very large dimension
which were previously considered out of reach, along with a public implementation called
flatter [Rya23].

A well-known application of lattices as a cryptanalytic tool is to break the ECDSA
signature scheme, through a reduction to the Hidden Number Problem (HNP). The latter
is to determine an integer α given many samples (ai, ti) where ai + ki = α · ti mod N for
which we know that ki < 2l for some bound l, N being a public modulus. Considering
an ad-hoc lattice, an HNP instance can be viewed as a CVP instance. It allows to break
ECDSA signatures when a few bits of the nonce are known. Indeed, an ECDSA signature
(r, s) is computed as s = k−1 · (h + r · d) mod N where r is the x-coordinate of [k]G, k is
the nonce and h a (hash of a) message. If we know the most significant bits u of the nonce
k = u · 2l + v, where v < 2l, for an ECDSA signature (r, s) on a message h, we have that:

(−s−1 · h + u · 2l) + v = d · (s−1 · r) mod N,

which is an HNP instance for the secret key d. Depending on the number of signatures
and the number of known bits, such an instance might be tractable.
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Bounded Distance Decoding (BDD) is a variant of CVP. It consists in finding a vector
close to another vector with the additional guarantee that the target vector is not too far
from a lattice element. Recently, the authors of [AH21] note that in some applications
there is a mean to check whether the valid solution is one of the vectors returned by the
lattice reduction. Hence the idea of adding a predicate check inside the lattice algorithm.
This is called the BDD with predicate approach. In the case of the ECDSA scheme, one
can check that a value α is a valid solution, since the public key (G, P ) is available. The
predicate in this case is basically a check that the public key is compatible with the value
α, namely a check that P

?= [α]G.
In this paper, we turn our attention to RSA-CRT signatures. Given a public modulus

N , a private key d and a message m, it is well-known that the generation of an RSA
signature s = md mod N can also be computed by the so-called CRT (Chinese Remainder
Theorem) trick [QC82] as

s = sq + q · [(sp − sq) · iq mod p],

where sp and sq are the results of the modular exponentiations of the message modulo p
and q, the two secret factors of the RSA modulus N , respectively, and iq the inverse of q
modulo p.

Such signatures are particularly sensitive to fault attacks, which represent an important
threat to the security of cryptographic hardware and embedded software. From their
introduction in [Bel96], where the authors showed that the slightest error during an RSA
signature generation can allow to compute the factorization of N with a simple greatest
common divisor (GCD) computation, fault attacks have found countless applications,
breaking all kinds of cryptosystems [BS97, PQ03, DLV03, CJ05, LFZD16]. The literature
on fault attacks and countermeasures concerning RSA implementations is very impor-
tant [Len96, JQBD97, BDL01, ABF+03, Gir06, YKM06, KQ07, BCG08, Vig08, CJK+09,
EL10, RG14].

At CHES 2012, Fouque et al. proposed [FGL+12] a novel exploitation of faulty RSA
signatures [RSA78]. The authors see the RSA-CRT recombination as a Partial Approximate
Common Divisor (Partial ACD, or PACD). Thanks to a fault injection during one of the
modular exponentiations of the RSA-CRT setting 32 bits of the result to 0, they put
themselves in a position where they can solve this PACD instance and thus find the secret
factors p and q.

Contributions. In this work, we revisit the fault attack of [FGL+12], leveraging the
BDD with predicate approach and flatter, and show that the knowledge of only 7 bits
of the partial result is sufficient to factorize a 1024-bit RSA modulus instead of the 32
bits required previously. Our approach benefits here from a reduction from the PACD
problem to the HNP, which is not a general result, but holds for our particular instance.
Furthermore, we show that the attack remains practical on larger RSA instances with
experimental tests up to 8192-bit RSA.

Another aspect of the BDD with predicate approach compared to the state of the art is
the ability to withstand some errors in the bits that are supposed to be known. Until this
breakthrough, the lattice approach to solving BDD-like problems was considered useless
when such errors were likely. However, in their article [AH21], Albrecht and Heninger only
consider the case where one bit was erroneous, i.e. when the recovered length of the nonce
was wrong by 1. In this work, we consider errors that may affect each one of the recovered
bits, and explore how the BDD with predicate approach can be adapted in this case.

Finally, from our refined results, we conclude that the verification of the signature before
releasing it does not provide a satisfactory protection. We then evaluate the robustness of
other popular countermeasures in the field of embedded cryptography, exhibiting some
interesting solutions based on randomized blinding.
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Organisation. After some preliminaries (Section 2), we describe our main procedure
to attack RSA-CRT signatures (Section 3), analyse the effect of errors on the known bits
(Section 4). Finally, we discuss the effect of some standard counter-measures against our
attack (Section 5) before we conclude (Section 6).

2 Preliminaries

One of the primary tools to solve both the PACD and HNP problems relies on lattices,
which are discrete subgroups of Rn. The elements of a full rank-n lattice Λ are the integer
linear combinations of B = {b0, b1, . . . , bn−1}, where the bi are linearly independent. The
set B is called a basis of Λ, often represented by a matrix B for which the rows are the bi.
We denote by the application L the fact that the lattice Λ is generated by the rows of B,
i.e. Λ = L(B). There exists infinitely many bases of Λ, but a convenient way to solve hard
lattice problems, e.g. shortest vector problem (SVP) or bounded distance decoding (BDD),
is to work with reduced bases, informally bases with short orthogonal vectors, which can
be obtained using lattice basis reduction algorithms [LLL82, SE94, NS09, CN11, RH23].

The volume of a lattice Λ is denoted by det(Λ) and is equal to det(B), which is an
invariant of the lattice. For a random lattice Λ [Ajt96], the Gaussian heuristic gh(Λ) gives
a bound for the Euclidean length λ1 of the shortest non-zero vector

λ1 < gh(Λ) =
√

n/(2πe) det(Λ)1/n.

A way to get (an approximation of) the shortest vector, and then solve the (approximate)
SVP, is to look at the first basis vector returned by a lattice basis reduction algorithm. A
(δ, η)-LLL reduced lattice basis [NS09], where 1/4 < δ < 1 and 1/2 < η <

√
δ, is composed

of a vector b0 for which its Euclidean norm is bounded by

∥b0∥ ≤ (1/(δ − η2))(n−1)/4 det(Λ)1/n = Rn det(Λ)1/n, (1)

where R is the root Hermite factor. The usual choice δ = 0.99 and η = 0.51 gives
R ≈ 1.075, which is larger than what is practically expected in the average case where
R ≈ 1.02 [NS06]. An α-lattice-reduced basis as defined in [RH23] reaches practically the
same bound, where α ≈ 2 log2(R) [Rya23]. The difference between the two algorithms lies
in the running time: for a lattice basis with entries of size p, the running time of [NS09]
is O(n4+ϵ(p + log n)(p + n)) compared to O(nω(p + n)1+ϵ) for [RH23], where ω ∈ [2, 3) is
the matrix multiplication exponent.

These two polynomial-time algorithms may return for large dimension lattices a short
vector not sufficiently accurate compared to the Gaussian heuristic prediction, which may
fail to help solving the PACD or HNP problems. It is then needed to use exponential
time algorithms. Two are of main interest: the enumeration algorithm, which find a short
vector of norm less than γ · gh(Λ) in γnnn/(2e)+o(d) steps [HS07], and the sieving algorithm
which find ||b0|| ≤

√
4/3 gh(Λ) in 20.292+o(1) steps [BDGL16, ADH+19].

Both these algorithms may be used as SVP oracles inside BKZ [Sch87, SE94, CN11]
on blocks of dimension k. When BKZ is instantiated with the enumeration algorithm
and n is sufficiently large compared to k, BKZ outputs a short vector of norm bounded
by Equation 1 where R ≈ k1/(2k) in time kk/(2e)+o(k) [HS07]. In our context, you may
refer to [AH21] for technical details. Practically, we can find the use of BKZ with an
enumeration algorithm in [dt23] and BKZ with a sieving algorithm in the companion
implementation of [AH21].
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3 Attacking RSA-CRT Signatures through PACD
In this section, we recall the definition of the ACD problem (Section 3.1), the principle of
the PACD-based fault attack from [FGL+12] and define our attacker setting (Section 3.2),
describe the state-of-the-art approach to solve the PACD (Section 3.3), show how to fall
back to a HNP instance (Section 3.4), and finally report on some experiments (Section 3.5).

3.1 The Approximate Common Divisor Problem
An ACD instance is given by a set of samples {si}i where

si = ri + α · pi (2)

for a secret integer α. Such an instance is parameterized by the sizes of the target α, and
of the ri and the pi components. In the Partial variant of the problem, an exact multiple
of the target α is also given (in other words, there exists a sample such that ri = 0). The
ACD problem has been thoroughly analysed in [GGM16] where several resolution methods
are compared.

3.2 RSA-CRT as a Partial ACD instance
RSA-CRT Samples. Let us recall the recombination of the partial RSA-CRT signatures.
An RSA signature s = md mod N can be computed as:

dq = d mod (q − 1), dp = d mod (p− 1), iq = q−1 mod p,

sq = mdq mod q, sp = mdp mod p, s = sq + q · [(sp − sq) · iq mod p].

Gathering several signatures si for different mi can be seen as an instance of the Partial
ACD problem using the notation introduced in Equation 2

si = sq︸︷︷︸
ri

+ q · [(sp − sq) · iq mod p]︸ ︷︷ ︸
pi

,

where the prime factor q is the target integer.

Attacker Setting. If an attacker were capable of knowing – or forcing – the most
significant bits of sq to a known value, the problem would become tractable.

Let s̃ be a signature for which we know that the Most Significant Bits (MSB) of s̃q are
known. For simplicity, let us consider that they are null. For instance, we can consider the
case of a fault injection that sets the most significant bits of sq to zero, leading to a faulty
s̃q. We get the following relation for the faulty signature s̃:

s̃ = s̃q + q · [(sp − sq) · iq mod p].

We then know that s̃q < q
2l for some l. With a sufficient number of signatures, it becomes

possible to solve the Partial ACD and thus recover the target value q and thus the
factorisation of the RSA modulus N .

We note that a direct exploitation of such a fault is possible if s̃q is completely zeroized.
In this case, computing the greatest common divisor of N and s̃ reveals the prime factor q.

In the rest of this section, we bound p and q such that they are η-bit primes, then the
pi are at most η-bit integers. We also bound ri to be a ρ-bit integer, that is ρ = η − l.
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3.3 The Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation Approach
Several methods are described in the state-of-the-art to solve ACD instances [GGM16].
We can cite the Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation (SDA) approach [How01],
the Orthogonal based (OL) approach [NS01], and the Multivariate polynomial (MP)
approach [CH13].

Why SDA. In our case, we choose to pick the SDA approach, for the following reasons.
On the one hand, according to [GGM16], the MP approach does not outperform the
other approaches. On the other hand, the condition for success of the OL approach
given in [GGM16, Section 4] is not met in our particular case for reasonable RSA-CRT
parameters and number of known bits.

SDA attack idea. According to the SDA approach, we let L(M) be the lattice in Zt+1

spawn by

M =


2ρ s1 . . . st

−s0
. . .

−s0

 .

We note that L(M) contains the vector

v = (p0, p1, p2, . . . , pt) ·M,
= (2ρ · p0, p0 · s1 − s0 · p1, p0 · s2 − s0 · p2, . . . , p0 · st − s0 · pt),
= (2ρ · p0, p0 · r1 − r0 · p1, p0 · r2 − r0 · p2, . . . , p0 · rt − r0 · pt),

since p0 · si − pi · s0 = p0 · (q · pi + ri) − pi(q · p0 + r0) = p0 · ri − pi · r0. The Gaussian
heuristic let us expect that the shortest vector in L(M) has norm close to√

t + 1
2πe

· 2ρ · (s0
t)1/(t+1) ≈

√
t + 1 · 2(ρ+2·t·η)/(t+1).

Depending on ρ, we can then expect that v is revealed by reducing L(M). This will
give a candidate value for p0 which will in turn allows to recover the target value q =
(s0 − (s0 mod p0))/p0.

Improvement. We further note that to maximize our chances of success, it is desirable
to select the largest value si as s0 (the one on the diagonal of L(M)). Indeed, the larger s0,
the larger the determinant of L(M), and hence the larger the Gaussian heuristic bound.

In our RSA-CRT context, we know that all the si < N , and we know that N is an
exact multiple of q. This lets us update our lattice basis M as follows

M =


2ρ s1 . . . st

−N
. . .

−N

 ,

and our expected small vector is then v = (2ρ ·q, q ·r1, q ·r2, . . . , q ·rt), since N = q ·p0 +r0,
where p0 = p and r0 = 0.

3.4 The Hidden Number Problem Is Back
In this sections, we show how our PACD instance can heuristically be viewed as an HNP
instance, and give a more formal analysis of this reduction.
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3.4.1 Using the HNP in our Attack Setting

Interestingly, the last basis is similar to a basis generally used to solve HNP instances, up
to a different labelling of the lines and columns of the matrix. Indeed we can also see our
problem as an HNP instance

si · p mod N <
N

2l
,

where the (si)i are known, and p is the target hidden number.
According to the Gaussian heuristic, the shortest vector in the lattice is expected to

have norm

gh(L(M)) ≤
√

t + 1
2πe

(N t · 2ρ)1/(t+1).

We can then study the expectation for the norm of the target vector v, to assess our chance
of success depending on the number of known bits. In [GGM16], the authors have already
proved that in the generic ACD setting, ∥v∥ has a tight upper bound of

0.47 ·
√

t + 1
q

· 2ρ−1+γ .

In our setting, the main differences are that p0 = p, r0 = 0 and the ri are taken from
[0, 2ρ), whereas in [GGM16] they are taken from (−2ρ, 2ρ). We then have

E(∥v∥2) = E

(
t∑

i=1
(q · ri)2 + (q · 2ρ+1)2

)
,

= t · q2 · E(ri
2) + q2 · 22·ρ+2,

and

E(ri
2) = 1

2ρ+1 ·
2ρ+1∑
i=0

i2,

= 1
2ρ+1 ·

(
1
3 · 2

3ρ+3 + 1
3 · 2

ρ + 22·ρ+1
)

,

= 1
3 · 2

2·ρ+2 + 1
6 + 2ρ,

≈ 1
3 · 2

2·ρ+2.

As a result,

E(∥v∥2) ≈ t · q2 · 1
3 · 2

2·ρ+2 + q2 · 22·ρ+2 ≈ 1
3 · (t + 1) · q2 · 22·ρ+2,

and Jensen’s inequality shows that E(∥v∥) ≤
√

E(∥v∥2) ≈ 0.58 ·
√

t + 1 · q · 2ρ+1.
We can then confront the Gaussian heuristic with the expected norm of our target

vector for different lattice dimensions and number of known bits. This is illustrated in
Figure 1 for the case of an RSA-1024 modulus (log2(p) = 512), and an RSA-4096 modulus
(log2(p) = 2048). According to the curves, we can then expect to have a successful attack
with

• 16, 22, 35, 79 and 214 signatures for 32 bits, 24 bits, 16 bits, 8 bits and 4 bits in the
case of RSA-1024,
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• 68, 94, 146, and 344 signatures for 32 bits, 24 bits, 16 bits and 8 bits in the case of
RSA-4096.

(a) RSA-1024.

(b) RSA-4096.

Figure 1: Evolution of the Gaussian heuristic for various lattice dimensions (plain),
compared to the evolution of the expected norm for the target vector (dashed) for different
number of known bits (from 4 to 32).

3.4.2 From a Reductionist Point of View

In this subsection, we have a closer look at the reduction we used in the previous subsection
to solve the Partial ACD problem.

Let us begin with some notations. Let n be a modulus. Let x ∈ Z be an integer.
We denote by ⌊x⌋n the value x modulo n in the range [0, n) and by |x|n the value x
modulo n in the range Z ∩ [−n

2 , n
2 ). The set MSBℓ,n(x) is the set of integers u satisfying

|x− u|n < n/2ℓ+1.
Let γ, η, ρ ∈ N be three integers. Let β be an η-bit odd integer. We have: 2η−1 < β < 2η.

Let D be the following distribution, parametrized by γ, ρ.
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Dγ,ρ(β) := {β ·m + r | m← Z ∩ [0, 2γ/β), r ← Z ∩ (−2ρ, 2ρ)} .

Now we can formally state the ACD and Partial ACD problems.

Problem 1 (ACD). Given polynomially many samples xi from Dγ,ρ(β), compute β.

Problem 2 (PACD). Given polynomially many samples xi from Dγ,ρ(β), and a sample
x0 = β ·m0 for a uniformly chosen m0 ∈ Z ∩ [0, 2γ/β), compute β.

Let us have a look at the HNP problem. Let α be a value in Zn, for a public modulus
n. Let ℓ ∈ N be an integer. Let H be the following distribution, parametrized by n and ℓ.

Hn,ℓ(α) := {(ti, ui) | ti ← [1, n), si = ⌊ti · α⌋n, ui ∈ MSBℓ,n(si)} .

Problem 3 (HNP). Given polynomially many samples (ti, ui) from Hn,ℓ(α), compute α.

The reduction from PACD to HNP we have in mind is the following one. Let B be an
algorithm that solves the (n, ℓ)-HNP problem in time t with probability ϵ. We want to
construct an algorithm A that solves the (γ, η, ρ)-PACD problem in time t′ with probability
ϵ′, for some quantities to be defined.

Let X := {xi} be a set of samples for the Partial ACD problem. Let n = x0. Construct
a set of HNP samples {(ti, ui)} as ti = xi, ui = 0. Give the set of samples to B, which
eventually returns a value α. If α divides x0, then algorithm A sets β = x0/α, otherwise
A returns ⊥.

For some constraints on the parameter this reduction is correct. Indeed, we know that
x0 = β ·m0. If we multiply each sample xi by m0, we get that xi ·m0 = β ·mi ·m0 + ri ·m0.
If we have that |ri| < 2ρ < 2η−1, then we have that ⌊xi ·m0⌋n = ri ·m0. We can bound
this quantity by ri ·m0 < 2γ+ρ/β < 2γ+ρ−η+1. Hence, by setting ui = 0, we have that
ui ∈ MSBℓ,n(m0) for n = x0 and ℓ < δ + η − γ − ρ − 3 where δ is the size in bits of x0.
Indeed:

⌊xi ·m0⌋n < 2γ+ρ−η+1 < 2δ−1−ℓ−1 < x0/2ℓ+1.

Therefore, the {(ti, ui)} are samples targetting the unknown α = m0. Once α is found,
the target β equals x0/α.

The problem here is that we cannot argue on the probability of success ϵ′ of A. Let
us explain why. The HNP problem asks the ti to be uniformly random. However, our ti

are clearly not uniformly random. Moreover, their structure is what makes them possibly
solvable, and it is hard to randomize them before giving them to B without breaking this
structure. So we cannot claim a reduction between those problems, in all their generality.

However, in our case we have some additional assumptions. In particular, the partial
ACD modulus x0 is greater than all the other xi samples, which are partial RSA signatures.
And, even if it is hard to argue about the distribution of the signatures, they are sufficiently
random in Zx0 so that our reduction heuristically works in our case.

3.5 Experiments
Experiments with flatter. The experiments with flatter [RH23] were very straight-
forward, we just use flatter to perform the lattice reduction. Success rate are computed
for 100 iterations. We obtained successful attacks for

• 7 bits known for RSA 1024, 63% success rate with 2500 signatures,

• 10 bits known for RSA 2048, 96% success rate with 1500 signatures,

• 13 bits known for RSA 4096, 11% success rate with 2500 signatures,
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• 20 bits known for RSA 8192, 70% success rate with 2500 signatures.

The longest execution runs approximatively 70h for 100 lattice reductions of a lattice
of dimension 2500, and 8192-bit elements (64 cores). Figure 2 shows the evolution of the
success rate with respect to the lattice dimension for RSA 1024.

Figure 2: Evolution of the success rate for 100 iterations when attacking RSA-1024 with a
standard lattice reduction using flatter.

Experiments with BDD with Predicate. The experiments with the code available
for BDD with Predicate [AH21] required some modifications. First, we adapted the code
to work for RSA-CRT. We implemented a new Solver with a specific predicate to check.
The predicate in our case is a GCD computation to check that the modulus N can be
factorized by the solution. We also had troubleshoot precision issues because we work with
large integers.

Figure 3 show the evolution of the success rate with respect to the lattice dimension
for RSA 1024.

Comparison between flatter and BDD with Predicate. Figure 4 shows the
difference between our experiments with flatter as reduction, and our experiments with
the BDD with Predicate approach. When less bits are available, we see a clear gain
when we add a predicate into the lattice reduction. This is understandable, given that
the algorithms used in the BDD with Predicate code ensures a better reduction quality
than flatter’s. On the other hand, the capacity of flatter to handle lattices of larger
dimension allows to reach our lower bound in terms of required number of known bits.
Indeed, the attack succeeds with 7 known bits, while 32 known bits were used in the attack
of [FGL+12].

Handling more cases. For simplicity, we focused on the case where the MSB of the sq

partial signature were null. Standard techniques enables to extend to the Known MSB
/ LSB cases. For instance, the BDD with Predicate repository has been enhanced to
handle such cases [She21]. The idea is simply to cast it back to the case MSB at 0 by (i)
subtracting the known value in the MSB case, and (ii) subtracting the known value and
multiply by the inverse of 2w in the LSB case.

In addition, we note that other variables can be targeted by our attack. Obviously, our
analysis still applies when considering the other partial signature sp. But one can also
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Figure 3: Evolution of the success rate for 100 iterations when attacking RSA-1024 with
the BDD with Predicate approach.

Table 1: Expected number of iterations for different prediction error rate.
Error rate 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1
Iterations 18 1140 346104 ≈ 109 ≈ 1018 ≈ 1031

consider to fault mq (or mp), the reduction modulo q (or modulo p) of the message m
before the exponentiation since one can also use the relation

s̃e = m̃q + q · [(mp − m̃q) · iq mod p].

4 Evaluating the Impact of Errors
In the lattice-reduction based attack, the widespread approach when some errors exist in
the predictions of MSB/LSB consists in considering a sufficiently large set of signatures
and repeat the attack on subsamples taken from this input pool. The intuitive idea is that,
depending on the prediction error rate, the attacker will eventually peek a subsample with
only correct predictions, and thus the attack will succeed.

For an attack based on an l-bit bias, and a given prediction error rate pε, one should
then consider a minimal set of t′ > t/(1− pε)l signatures, with t the number of samples
required for the attack to work when the predictions are all correct. The probability
to sample t signatures with correct predictions out of the pool of t′ signatures follows a
hypergeometric distribution and is then:

P [t error-free samples] =
(⌊t·(1−pε)l⌋

t

)(
t′

t

) .

Consequently, we can give an estimation for the number of iterations needed before one
can expect to sample a prediction-error-free subsample and thus recover the secret value
thanks to the lattice reduction: (t′

t )
⌊(t·(1−pε)l⌋

t )
. This is illustrated in Table 1 for the attack

reported in [FGL+12]: l = 32 and t = 17.
We can see from Table 1 that this approach rapidly becomes intractable when the error

rate rises. With an average runtime of 3 seconds for executing one such lattice reduction
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Horizontal: lattice dimension. Vertical: success rate.

Figure 4: Comparison between applying a standard reduction with flatter and the BDD
with Predicate approaches.

on our machine, it would take us more than 12 days to have a successful attack when the
error rate is 0.01 ; and more than 110 years with an error rate of 0.02.

In [AH21], the authors assess the resilience of their approach to errors by measuring
the success rate of the attack when the scalar is actually one bit longer than predicted.
This is relevant when the side-channel used is likely to reveal the bit-length of the nonce,
i.e. when it reveals that the MSB is 0. When the leakage rather reveals the value of the
MSB or of the LSB of that nonce, with some independent errors on each bit, for instance
when a fault injection has a certain probability of achieving the desired effect, another
analysis is required. The intuition is that if the errors impact some of the low bits of the
MSB part, it will have a small impact on the radius increase of the hyperball in which we
are searching for a solution. On the other hand, if we produce erroneous predictions in the
most significant bits, then the solution will not be recovered efficiently.

An important factor in the strategy of the BDD with predicate is the expected norm
of the target vector. Let X be the random variable representing the value of the r2

i , as
denoted in Section 3.4. We can express the expectation for X as

E(X) =
l∑

y=0
P (Y = y)E(X|Y = y) ,

where Y is the random variable denoting the number of errors in the MSB of X, for which
we have

P (Y = y) =
(

l

y

)
py

ε(1− pε)l−y .

We note that the value of a coordinate of the target vector with y erroneous predictions
of 0-MSB is ri + z2ρ, where z of Hamming Weight y = HW(z). It follows that

E(X|Y = y) = 1(
l
y

)
 2l−1∑

z=0
HW(z)=y

1
2ρ

2ρ−1∑
i=0

(i + z2ρ)2

 .
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Now we look for the dominant term in
∑2ρ−1

i=0 (i+z2ρ)2, to further simplify the expression
of E(X|Y = y)

2ρ−1∑
i=0

(i + z2ρ)2 =
2ρ−1∑
i=0

i2 + 2iz2ρ + (z2ρ)2 ,

=
2ρ−1∑
i=0

i2 +
2ρ−1∑
i=0

2iz2ρ + (2ρ − 1)(z2ρ)2 ,

≈ 1
323ρ + z23ρ + z223ρ ,

≈
(

z2 + z + 1
3

)
23ρ .

Putting these together, we get

E(X) =
2l−1∑
z=0

p
HW(z)
ε (1− pε)l−HW(z)

2ρ

2ρ−1∑
i=0

(i + z2ρ)2 ,

≈
2l−1∑
z=0

pHW(z)
ε (1− pε)l−HW(z)

(
z2 + z + 1

3

)
22ρ .

And finally, we can express a bound on E(∥v∥):

E(∥v∥) ≤

√√√√(t + 1)q2
2l−1∑
z=0

p
HW(z)
ε (1− pε)l−HW(z)

(
z2 + z + 1

3

)
22ρ .

We can then confront the Gaussian heuristic with the expected norm of our target
vector for different probabilities of error pε. This is illustrated in Figure 5 for an RSA-1024
modulus when the 16 MSB are known to be null.

We can see that even for moderate error probability, the expected norm hardly passes
below the Gaussian heuristic. We confirmed in practice that attacks with the scaling
approach do not outperform (in terms of success rate) the naive approach when all bit
predictions have the same error probability.

5 Counter-Measures and Extensions
Several counter-measures have been proposed in the literature to protect RSA computations
against fault and side-channel attacks. In this section, we review some of them in order to
assess their resistance to our attack. Additionally, we extend our attack to RSA Blind
Signatures in Section 5.4.

5.1 Message Randomization
Until very recently, encoding methods that introduce random salt in the message that
is being processed by the signature generation operation were believed to be a sufficient
protection against fault attacks. Indeed, to perform a fault attack like the Bellcore attack,
one must be able to ask for the signature of the same encoded message twice, or at least
to know the value of the message. This is required to compute either gcd(s − s̃, N) or
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Figure 5: Evolution of the Gaussian heuristic for various lattice dimensions (plain) compared
to the expected norm of the target vector (dashed) for different error probabilities in the
assumed 16 MSBs.

gcd(m − s̃e, N). By definition, this is not possible when the encoding introduces some
random salt.

The attack introduced by [FGL+12], and presented here in Section 3, does not require
to sign twice the same input or to know it, even partially. As a result, it is also applicable
to randomized encodings such as PKCS#1 v1.5 [Kal98] and even PKCS#1 v2.2 (PSS)
from [MKJR16].

5.2 Signature Verification
A common countermeasure to protect RSA-CRT implementations from fault attacks
consists in verifying if the signature is valid before returning it. Indeed, this is not an
expensive process as it just requires to elevate s to the power of the public exponent e
modulo N and check if the result is equal to the message.

In the context of a fault attack forcing the l MSB of sq at 0, it turns out that the
signature might not be faulted with probability 1/2l. Indeed, it can happen that the l
MSB of sq are actually 0. This is called safe-error attack in the literature [YJ00].

In such cases, even if the signature is verified with the public exponent before being
output, one out of 2l signature is released to the attacker. As a result, one just needs to
fault 2l times more signatures to gather the sufficient number of signatures. Even if this
complicate the attacker’s task, we conclude that verifying might not be enough.

5.3 Message Blinding
Additive Message Blinding. A popular counter-measure to protect RSA-CRT imple-
mentations from side-channel attacks is additive message blinding [Cor99]. It may have
a negative impact on the attack we present here. For the sake of clarity, we recall this
masking scheme before stating how it affects the attack.

We consider that the message is blinded before the exponentiation modulo p′ where p′

is an extended modulus: p′ = α · p for a k-bit random value α. This is done by computing
mp

⋆ = m + rp · p mod p′, where rp is a k-bit random mask. Then, mp
⋆ goes through the

modular exponentiation modulo p′ to obtain sp
⋆ = mp

⋆dp mod p′. And finally, after doing
likewise to compute sp

⋆, one can recover the signature as
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s = (sq
⋆ + q · [(sp

⋆ − sq
⋆) · iq mod p′]) mod N.

We can still see a relation of the form

s · p = sq
⋆ · p + λN.

However, in this case sq
⋆ is k bits larger than it is without the blinding scheme. As a

result, the attacker needs to know k more bits of sq
⋆.

Multiplicative Message Blinding. Multiplicative message blinding [Koc96] is another
blinding technique that can be found for instance in OpenSSL’s implementation [Ope24].
According to this counter-measure, the message is again blinded before the modular
exponentiations, but this time it is done by multiplying it by re mod N , with r a random
value in Z⋆

N . The modular exponentiation is then computed for m′ = m · re mod N as
usual

s′ = s′
q + q · [(s′

p − s′
q) · iq mod p],

and the signature is unmasked by multiplying it with the inverse of r. Indeed, we have

s′ = m′d = (m · re)d = md · r mod N,

and so

s′ · r−1 = md = s mod N.

In this case, the faulty signature would still be blinded somehow, as s̃ = s̃′ · r−1 mod N ,
and without the knowledge of r we cannot go any further.

Montgomery representation. In 1985, Montgomery introduced a Modular multipli-
cation without trial division [Mon85]. This method is efficient when the modulus has no
particular form, which is typically the case for RSA and has been widely adopted in various
hardware public-key accelerators and cryptographic libraries [Ope24].

Letting the Montgomery radix R = rn = 2wn (adapted for handling integer of n
w-bit words), the Montgomery multiplication takes as input A′ and B′ (the Montgomery
representation of A and B such that X ′ = X ·R mod N) and returns

M(A′, B′, N) = A′ ·B′ ·R−1 = C ′ mod N .

We can note that the Montgomery representation of X can be obtained by computing
M(X, R2, N), and the way back to the regular representation by M(X̃, 1, N), and refer
the reader to [BL17] for a deeper view on Montgomery multiplication.

In our case, we can then expect that the modular operations are performed in the
Montgomery representation. It is thus natural to question the validity of our attack in
this context, as the intermediate result we want to fault is actually

s′
q = sq ·R mod q .

In [FGL+12], the authors have exploited faults during the modular exponentiation using
Montgomery arithmetic. In our case, we rather target the recombination of the two sub-
exponentiations, and we can note that Garner’s formula does not use modular reductions.
We can then expect that it is processed with the regular representation. However, if the
masking scheme is preserved to protect the recombination a final modular reduction is
required and it is then natural to question the behaviour of our attack if the Montgomery
representation is used.
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In the case of the multiplicative blinding, the conclusion remains that the mask prevents
the attack success. In the case of the additive blinding, the faulty signature is then

s′ = R (sq
⋆ + q · [(sp

⋆ − sq
⋆) · iq mod p′]) mod N.

To return to the regular representation, one must multiply s′ by R−1 and reduce the result
modulo N . Even with the knowledge of the Montgomery constant R, this results in the
lost of any information on the value of s mod q.

5.4 RSA Blind Signatures
In a Blind Signature scheme, a client obtains a signature s on a message m from a server
owning the secret key, in such a way that the server learns nothing about the signed
message m.

In the current draft for RSA Blind Signatures [DJW23], the client sends the blinded
message m′ for signature to a remote server m′ = m·r−e mod N for a random value r ← Z⋆

N .
Then the server computes and returns the blinded signature s′ = s′

q +q · [(s′
p−s′

q)iq mod p].
We can see that if s′ and some information on s′

q are available to an adversary, a key
recovery can be settled.

Such an attack might be difficult to mount in practice. Moreover, [DJW23] mandates
that the server verifies s′e = m′ before sending back s′. However, one cannot consider
that faulty signatures will never happen. For instance, [Wei15, SSHW22] observe that an
attack against TLS can be mount simply by connecting to a server and waiting that a
fault occurs during the computation. A realistic attack against SSH and IPsec based on
the same idea is mounted in [RHSH23].

6 Conclusion
In this work, we revisited an attack against RSA-CRT signatures, using a reduction of
the originally formulated problem and recent advances in lattice reductions. Following
our approach, the required number of known bits drops from 32 down to 7. Besides, we
have shown that larger instances of RSA can also be targeted by the PACD-based attack
and extended the analysis of the error tolerance of the BDD with Predicate approach.
Analysing the effect of standard countermeasures, we stress the fact that a verification of
the signature is not a sufficient protection. Message blinding with k-bit masks appears
as an efficient countermeasure when k is large enough. Additionally, we showed that the
Partial ACD problem may be solved by a reduction to the HNP problem, which does not
seem to have been noticed yet in the literature and might be of independent interest.
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